the A|k…m elucidates Ibn al-Qayyim's original contributions in the field of Islamic law, this essay demonstrates that Ibn al-Qayyim does more than merely emulate Ibn Taymiyyah. In the process, it problematizes the use of the A|k…m as a mere compendium of medieval Islamic law regarding non-Muslims.
Birgit Krawietz describes A|k…m ahl al-÷immah as "one of the most prominent works of Ibn al-Qayyim in general, and the most important of his writings in practical jurisprudence in particular. In fact, it has to be regarded as the main late medieval reference concerning the status of minorities in Islamic law." 5 The A|k…m also bears the distinction of being the earliest comprehensive treatise on the legal status of non-Muslims. 6 Ibn al-Qayyim introduces the A|k…m by explaining that he wrote the work in response to a query about the details of the Þizyah tax imposed upon non-Muslims, and he devotes the first portion of this work to this subject. The final portion of the A|k…m addresses the Šur™¥ ¼uma-riyyah. The Šur™¥ contains a set of restrictions which mandates non-Muslim deference toward Muslims, forbids the public display of non-Muslim religious objects and rituals, and establishes visible markers of the distinct and inferior status of non-Muslims within Islamic society. 7 In the middle sections of the A|k…m, Ibn al-Qayyim addresses a variety of other topics related to non-Muslims. These topics include commercial and social intercourse between Muslims and nonMuslims, the employment of non-Muslims in positions of governmental authority, the impact of conversion to Islam on the convert's existing marriage to a non-Muslim, and the relative merits of non-Muslim religions. Livnat Holtzman ascribes the A|k…m to a relatively early date within the "middle" period of Ibn al-Qayyim's literary production, as Ibn al-Qayyim quotes the A|k…m frequently in other works. 8 A comprehensive evaluation of the A|k…m's significance would require monographic treatment. This essay aims instead to offer a glimpse of what such a study might reveal, with the hope of inspiring others to join in plumbing the depths of this work. Rather than attempt to survey the entirety of the A|k…m, this essay focuses exclusively on a single chapter, "Regarding the laws governing their acts of animal slaughter" (f † a|k…m ÷ab…½i|ihim). 9 Ibn al-Qayyim devotes the majority of this chapter to five questions about non-Muslim meat. We will see that ----reveals that he occasionally asserted opinions of his own." The present essay suggests that AlMatroudi's observation is not only correct but may in fact be overly timid. these questions, subtly but significantly different from those typically addressed by Sunn † jurists, reflect Ibn al-Qayyim's distinctive approach to this topic.
The status of meat from animals slaughtered by non-Muslims was, of course, of potential interest to Muslim consumers, and was occasionally of interest also to the authorities who supervised medieval Muslim marketplaces (the mu|ta-sibs). 10 The symbolic significance of this topic within Islamic legal discourse, however, far exceeds its practical relevance. 11 Underlying discussions of non-----10 -Donald P. Little, "ðaram Documents Related to the Jews of Late Fourteenth Century Jerusalem", Journal of Semitic Studies, 30 (1985) , p. 227-264, presents and discusses a text according to which Jewish butchers accepted upon themselves the requirement not to sell meat to Muslim consumers. As Little observes, this requirement contravenes the dominant opinion of Š…fi¼ †, ðanaf †, and ðanbal † jurists. The prohibition of such sales is also stipulated in the |isbah manual by the M…lik † Mu|ammad ibn A|mad ibn ¼Abd™n (d. early 6th/12th c.), par. Although M…lik †s were on the whole far more restrictive than other Sunn † authorities with respect to the status of meat prepared by non-Muslims, there is little evidence that these norms consistently translated into social practice, even in regions of M…lik † dominance. Evidence to the contrary may be found in the polemical poetry of the jurist Ab™ Is|…q of Elvira (d. 459/ 1067), who complains that the Jews "slaughter beasts in our markets and [Muslims] eat the meat they spurn"; on the term I render "the meat they spurn", a¥r †fihim, see the discussion of Ibn al-Qayyim's fifth question below. Muslim meat is the Quranic dictum, "the food of those to whom the Book was given is lawful to you, and yours to them" (Q. 5:5). 12 This verse, which proceeds to allow its audience of (male) believers to marry women from among those who were given the Book, gives normative social expression to the affinity of all who received authentic Scriptures, whether Jewish, Christian, or Muslim. 13 Sunn † authorities understand Q. 5:5 to indicate that Jews and Christians, unlike other non-Muslims, are competent to perform the act of animal slaughter, a ritual that involves the invocation of God's name. 14 These authorities employ the permissibility of Jewish and Christian meat as a marker that distinguishes the People of the Book from other non-Muslims. Š †¼ †s, who reject the normative significance of affinities between Islam and other religions, make no distinctions among the food (or marriageability) of different types of nonMuslims. Most Š †¼ †s regard animal slaughter performed by non-Muslims as invalid and interpret Q. 5:5 to refer solely to "fruit and grain," that is, foodstuffs unaffected by the beliefs and practices of those who prepare them. These different opinions regarding the status of non-Muslim meat, and likewise more subtle differences advanced by various jurists, reflect the ideas of their proponents regarding the nature and relative status of non-Muslims themselves.
The standard questions addressed in Sunn † discourse about non-Muslim meat
Two questions naturally arise from the Quran's declaration that "the food of ----12 -Citations of Quranic verses follow the translation of Nessim J. Dawood, The Koran with Parallel Arabic Text, London, Penguin, 1993; all other translations in this essay are by the author. 13 -The fact that intermarriage is permitted only to Muslim men, in turn, gives social expression to the superiority of Muslims over the People of the Book, affinities notwithstanding. As Yohanan Friedmann, Tolerance and Coercion, p. 161, observes, "A marriage of a Muslim woman to a non-Muslim man would result in an unacceptable incongruity between the superiority which the woman should enjoy by virtue of being Muslim, and her unavoidable wifely subservience to her infidel husband". Marriage to polytheists, in contrast, is categorically forbidden (Q. 2:221). 14 -The practice of invoking God's name during the act of slaughter is attested in Jewish and Christian as well as Islamic sources from the Near East, so the presumption by Islamic authorities that non-Muslim butchers offer some form of invocation is a reasonable one. Two examples suffice: Tosefta Bera²ot 6:11 (3rd century AC., but reflecting a Rabbinic Jewish practice that continues to the present day) stipulates that the butcher must recite the blessing, "Blessed [are You, Lord our God, eternal King, who has sanctified us through His commandments, providing us commandments] regarding the act of animal slaughter. those to whom the Book was given is lawful to you": what does the Quran mean by "food," and who exactly are "those to whom the Book was given"? These definitional questions establish not only the normative implications of Q. 5:5 but also the nature of the relationship between Islam, on the one hand, and Judaism and Christianity, on the other. Most Sunn † jurists and exegetes devote their attention primarily or exclusively to these two questions. Typical in this respect is a fatwa by Ibn Taymiyyah, which offers a valuable baseline against which to compare A|k…m ahl al-÷immah. To the best of my knowledge, this fatwa is the only occasion on which Ibn Taymiyyah addresses the subject of non-Muslim meat. 15 Ibn Taymiyyah, giving expression to Sunn † consensus on the matter, declares categorically that Q. 5:5 permits Muslims to consume the meat of animals slaughtered by Jews and Christians (÷ab †|at al-yah™d wa-l-na¡…rà) and refutes the Š †¼ † claim that the term "food" in this verse refers solely to fruit and grain. Employing arguments based on evidence from the Quran itself, from the Sunna, and from consensus among the Companions, Ibn Taymiyyah demonstrates that the distinction between the People of the Book and other non-Muslims carries normative significance in that meat prepared by the former is permitted while meat prepared by the latter is prohibited. Q. 5:5 refers specifically to food produced through the activity of the People of the Book, yet fruit and grain require no human activity to become edible, and are permissible irrespective of the religious affiliation of their owners. The Prophet consumed meat prepared by a Jew after the Battle of ³aybar, and he signaled his approval when ¼Abd All…h ibn MuÐaffal (d. 57/676-7) absconded with a sack containing the fatty portions of animals slaughtered by Jews in that besieged fortress. 16 The Companions who conquered Syria, Iraq, and Egypt regularly consumed meat prepared by Jews and Christians but abstained from meat prepared by Zoroastrians, thereby testifying to the accuracy of the Sunn † interpretation of the Quranic verse in question. 17 The focus of Ibn Taymiyyah's fatwa, however, is not the question of whether Q. 5:5 refers to meat. Rather, Ibn Taymiyyah was asked to address an internal Sunn † dispute regarding the question of who qualifies as "those to whom the Book was given" such that their act of animal slaughter (÷ak…h or ta÷kiyah) ren----- ders meat permissible for Muslim consumption. Š…fi¼ †s, observing that Q. 5:5 permits marriage to "those who were given the Book before you" (emphasis added), believe that this verse refers solely to Jews and Christians whose ancestors were adherents of these religions before the revelation of the Quran. By this logic, more recent converts to these religions and their descendants are unfit as marriage partners for Muslims and may not slaughter meat on behalf of Muslims. Nearly all authorities from other Sunn † schools, in contrast, believe that any authentically Jewish or Christian butcher, even a convert or the descendant of a convert, is qualified to perform the act of animal slaughter. These authorities adduce the verse, "Believers, take neither the Jews nor the Christians for your friends. … whoever of you seeks their friendship shall become one of their number" (Q. 5:51), to demonstrate the validity of conversion to Judaism or Christianity even after the revelation of the Quran. In addition to citing Quranic prooftexts, participants in the debate over the permissibility of meat prepared by converts to Judaism or Christianity address |ad †Ås regarding the Ban™ TaÐlib. The members of this Arab tribe embraced Christianity after the time of Jesus, but before the time of Mu|ammad. Š…fi¼ †s cite a statement by ¼Al † ibn Ab † ¦…lib (d. 40/660), who prohibits consuming the meat of animals slaughtered by the Ban™ TaÐlib; other authorities both cite |ad †Ås to the contrary, and assert that ¼Al †'s statement applies solely to converts who do not truly embrace Christianity. 18 After surveying these positions, Ibn Taymiyyah offers a vigorous and lengthy argument for why the date upon which one joins the People of the Book is legally irrelevant. Ibn Taymiyyah thus establishes that all Jewish and Christian butchers, irrespective of their lineage and unlike other nonMuslims, are competent to perform the act of animal slaughter on behalf of Muslims. 19 ---- 
Ibn al-Qayyim's questions about non-Muslim meat
Sunn † responses to the standard definitional questions about non-Muslim meat establish the affinity between Muslims and at least some-Ibn Taymiyyah would insist: all-People of the Book. Ibn al-Qayyim, however, displays little interest in these questions in his discussion of non-Muslim meat. Whereas Ibn Taymiyyah devotes page after page to the status of animal slaughter performed by the Ban™ TaÐlib and other descendants of converts, Ibn al-Qayyim dismisses the issue with a single sentence: "There are two opinions regarding the Christians of Ban™ TaÐlib, both grounded in statements of the Companions, may God be pleased with them." 20 Ibn al-Qayyim analyzes the laws governing non-Muslim meat not in order to demonstrate the existence of an affinity between Muslims and the People of the Book-this he takes for granted-but rather in order to clarify the theological basis for this affinity: what must Jewish and Christian butchers believe and practice to warrant treating their meat as equivalent to that of Muslim butchers? A|k…m ahl al-÷immah is not the first legal treatise to explore the subject of nonMuslim meat at least partially from this perspective, but it is the first Sunn † work to do so systematically. The significant role played by theology in the A|-k…m's treatment of laws governing non-Muslim meat reflects Ibn al-Qayyim's embrace of the Taymiyyan conception that theology and jurisprudence are inherently intertwined. 21 Ibn Taymiyyah himself, however, does not address issues of theology in his fatwa regarding non-Muslim meat; Ibn al-Qayyim breaks new ground by doing so.
The contrast between the A|k…m and a Š †¼ † treatise that also addresses nonMuslim meat from a theological perspective is especially illuminating. the A|k…m's chapter on non-Muslim meat, which refutes Š †¼ † assertions that such meat is categorically forbidden. In addition to repeating arguments offered by Ibn Taymiyyah and other Sunn † jurists, Ibn al-Qayyim makes a point of rebutting the claim that Jewish and Christian butchers are unfit to invoke God's name because they lack accurate knowledge about God. "Jews and Christians do indeed know that God is their creator and sustainer, who grants them life and causes their death. Despite the fact that they are ignorant of some, or even most, of God's characteristics, perfect knowledge is not a precondition [for the invocation of God's name] that renders this act impossible for them, as they possess knowledge of the fundamentals." 23 Ibn al-Qayyim, apparently on his own authority, defines the core beliefs shared by Jews, Christians, and Muslims as they relate to the act of slaughtering an animal for the purpose of consuming its meat: God created the earth and all its inhabitants, God provides sustenance for all, and God determines the proper lifespan of each creature. As we will see, Ibn al-Qayyim proceeds to require Jewish and Christian butchers to espouse several specifically Islamic beliefs about God and His prohibitions as well.
Ibn al-Qayyim's desire to define orthodox Judaism and Christianity in Islamic terms, without regard for what Jews and Christians themselves might say on the subject, shapes the A|k…m's discussion of non-Muslim meat. Whereas the standard questions addressed by Ibn Taymiyyah and other Sunn † authorities define the relationship between Islam and its fellow monotheistic religions, Ibn alQayyim poses five questions that explore the content of those religions as they relate to the act of animal slaughter. The first two questions address the invocation (tasmiyah) uttered by the butcher during the act of animal slaughter: 1) What if the butcher omits this invocation out of negligence? 2) What if the butcher intentionally invokes a being other than God? The first question is preparatory to the second, which Ibn al-Qayyim uses as a vehicle for discussing whether Christian butchers may legitimately employ such invocations as "in the name of Christ." The remaining three questions address in various ways the fact that the dietary laws associated with Judaism are more restrictive than those incumbent upon Muslims: 3) May Muslims eat the meat of an animal which is permitted to Muslims but prohibited to Jews when a Jewish butcher slaughters it? 4) When a Jewish butcher slaughters an animal permissible for Jewish consumption, may Muslims eat the fatty portions of that animal, portions which are prohibited to Jews? 5) If a Jewish butcher discovers that a slaughtered animal is unfit for Jewish consumption because of a lung defect or the like, may a Muslim eat its meat? Ibn al-Qayyim uses these three questions to define the scope of ---- Jewish dietary laws, laws which a Jewish butcher must embrace in order for his meat to be permissible for Muslim consumption. 24 
Questions 1-2: Defining authentic Christian theology
Ibn al-Qayyim establishes in his introductory remarks that Jews and Christians possess sufficient knowledge about God to invoke God's name properly. What happens, however, if a Jewish or Christian butcher accidentally omits the required invocation? Ibn al-Qayyim takes no stand on this issue, contenting himself with a brief survey of four alternative answers. Among those authorities who permit meat prepared by forgetful Muslims, Ibn al-Qayyim reports, some apply the same leniency toward Jews and Christians while others do not. Those who hold the second of these positions, he explains, believe that one may presume Muslims, unlike others, to always have God in their hearts. Among those who are not lenient toward forgetful Muslim butchers, some apply the same stringency to non-Muslims while others, ironically, extend greater leniency to Jews and Christians. The last of these four positions, which Ibn al-Qayyim does not explain, may reflect the frequently attested belief that Q. 5:5, the verse permitting Jewish and Christian meat, supersedes Quranic verses that require the invocation of God's name. 25 Ibn al-Qayyim does not identify by name the advocates of these various positions, making it impossible to identify his sources with any certainty. The positions that apply different standards to different types of butchers are plausible but, to my knowledge, unattested in earlier works; Ibn al-Qayyim, it would seem, supplies these alternatives in the present context in the interest of conceptual comprehensiveness. 26 Perhaps Ibn al-Qayyim elects not to evaluate the merits of these opinions because none relates to the substance of Judaism or Christianity, the focus of Ibn al-Qayyim's treatment of non-Muslim meat.
----24 -Ibn al-Qayyim frames all five questions as referring to "them," i.e., the People of the Book. It is, however, obvious from the subject matter and from some of the statements Ibn alQayyim cites that these questions refer either to Christians or to Jews. Ibn al-Qayyim displays far greater interest in the question of whether Muslims may eat meat from an animal over which a non-Muslim butcher intentionally invoked a name other than God's, thereby giving voice to a theology antithetical to Islamic monotheism: should jurists who permit meat prepared by forgetful People of the Book permit such meat as well? The primary example of such an invocation is "in the name of Christ," but the A|k…m also contains references to acts of animal slaughter associated with non-Muslim festivals and funerals, as well as those which involve such invocations as "in the name of Venus" and "by George!" 27 Ibn al-Qayyim reproduces nearly two dozen opinions on this subject, indicating that he has derived most of them from the A|k…m alQur½…n of the third/ninth-century M…lik † Ism…¼ †l ibn Is|…q al-ßahÿam †. 28 The positions expressed by these authorities, whose opinions reflect the broad spectrum of Sunn † thought on this subject, range from the absolute prohibition of such meat through discouragement of its consumption to nonchalant permission. As Ibn al-Qayyim explains in a summary statement, "Those who permit say: This is their food, and God has permitted their food to us without qualification even though God, praised be He, already knew that they invoke a name other than His. Those who prohibit say: The Quran establishes a clear prohibition of anything over which a name other than God's is invoked, and this encompasses acts of slaughter performed by both idolaters and the People of the Book when they invoke a name other than God's." 29 In addition to providing a compendium of diverse opinions on this subject, A|k…m ahl al-÷immah contains Ibn al-Qayyim's original and incisive analysis of what he perceives to be the crux underlying these differences of opinion. The permissibility of problematic invocations, according to Ibn al-Qayyim, boils down to a question of how to interpret conflicting Quranic verses. Ibn al-Qayyim offers two formulations of this conflict: (1) Does the permission of "the food of those to whom the Book was given" (Q. 5:5) supersede the prohibition of "flesh dedicated to any other than God" (5:3, among others), or not? (2) Should one understand the permission expressed in Q. 5:5 as an exception to the general prohibition found in 5:3, or should one understand this prohibition to limit the general permission of Jewish and Christian meat? In distilling a long-standing dispute among Sunn † jurists down to a question of how one should understand the relationship among Quranic statements, Ibn al-Qayyim again displays his conformity to Ibn Taymiyyah's approach to jurisprudence, which eschews analogical reasoning in favor of direct application of scriptural dicta whenever possible. 30 Ibn al-Qayyim argues forcefully that the Quran's rules about invocations apply to acts of animal slaughter performed by Jews and Christians (the second position in his second formulation). Consumption of food prepared in the name of a being other than God, he observes, is the most serious dietary offense addressed in the Quran, the climax of every list of prohibited foodstuffs, and is universally singled out for opprobrium within the community of Muslims. Muslims may not consume pork prepared by Christians; how much the more so should they abstain from meat over which the name of a being other than God's was invoked! In the course of his argument, Ibn al-Qayyim also makes the case that invoking the name of a being other than God's contravenes the dietary laws incumbent upon Jews and Christians no less than those applicable to Muslims. The invocation of such beings, he explains, is an expression of polytheism and for that reason cannot possibly be a valid practice, irrespective of what nonMuslims may claim. 31 To my knowledge, Ibn al-Qayyim is the first Islamic authority to declare that both Muslims and non-Muslims are forbidden to consume meat over which a name other than God's was invoked. Whereas Š…fi¼ † jurists distinguish legitimate and illegitimate Christian butchers on the basis of their genealogy, Ibn alQayyim does so on the basis of their theology: butchers who invoke God's name alone are legitimate, while those who invoke Christ's name are heretical Christians who deviate from authentic Christianity by adopting an idolatrous practice. (Recall that Ibn Taymiyyah makes no distinction among Christian butchers in his fatwa). The tenets of "authentic Christianity" as stipulated in the A|k…m, ----30 -See Rapoport, "Ibn Taymiyya's Radical Legal Thought", p. 193-199. Ibn Taymiyyah's fatwa regarding non-Muslim meat similarly understands the dispute over descendants of converts to hinge first and foremost on the meaning of Q. 5:5. Ibn Taymiyyah, of course, was not the only Islamic authority to understand disagreements among jurists as stemming from divergent interpretations of the Quran; al-¦abar †, for example, understands the dispute regarding meat prepared by Arab Christians in the same manner. Tafs †r al-¦abar †, vol. 9, p. 573-575, on Q. 5:5. The earliest authorities who address the status of such meat, in contrast, appear to do so without Q. 5:5 in mind. 31 -Ibn al-Qayyim, A|k…m, vol. 1, p. 253-256. of course, derive not from sources Christians themselves deem authoritative, but rather from the Quran and other Islamic sources.
Questions 3-5: Defining authentic Jewish dietary laws
Ibn al-Qayyim defines "authentic Judaism" by means of Islamic sources as well. This conception of Judaism is implicit within the first of the A|k…m's three questions regarding meat prepared by Jews which Jews themselves regard as forbidden: "The third question: When they slaughter animals which they believe to be prohibited-such as camels, ostriches, ducks, and others without divided toes (kull m… laysa bi-mašq™q al-a¡…b †¼)-is the meat prohibited for Muslim consumption?" 32 The Jewish Bible prohibits consumption of camels, ostriches, and quadrupeds without split hoofs (that is, "divided toes"), but neither the Bible nor Rabbinic literature applies this last criterion to fowl or prohibits the consumption of duck, which nearly all Jews regard as kosher. 33 Ibn al-Qayyim, however, pays no attention to these Jewish sources. He presumes that Jews adhere-or, ought to adhere-to the restrictions found in Q. 6:146, "We forbade the Jews all animals with undivided hoofs and the fat of sheep and oxen, except what is on their backs and intestines and what is mixed with their bones. Such is the penalty we imposed on them for their misdeeds. What we declare is true." This verse, according to an interpretation ascribed to MuÞ…hid ibn ßabr (d. ca. 102/720), prohibits Jews from consuming duck, geese, or other fowl with "undivided hoofs," i.e., webbed feet. 34 In both his questions and answers, Ibn alQayyim addresses what Jeremy Cohen dubs "the hermeneutical Jew," a construct derived by non-Jewish authorities through the interpretation of their own sacred texts in the service of advancing their own definitional agenda. 35 Ibn alQayyim does not describe the dietary laws observed by Jews or, for that matter, the invocations offered by Christians; rather, he defines foreign religious norms by means of Islamic sources. Ibn al-Qayyim justifies the prohibition of camel meat prepared by Jews as following inexorably from the confluence of three self-evident premises. First, God prohibited Jews from eating the meat of certain animals, including camels; this fact is clearly established in Q. 6:146. Second, this prohibition continues to apply because its enactment principle, namely Jewish transgression, continues unabated, as witnessed by the Jews' ongoing refusal to accept God's final Prophet. Third, and most importantly, one who slaughters an animal he knows to be prohibited for consumption cannot through that act intend to render the animal's meat permitted for consumption, as the butcher himself recognizes the impossibility of this transformation. Intention, Ibn al-Qayyim asserts, is crucial to the effectiveness of any ritual: because Jewish butchers cannot intend to perform a valid act of ÷ak…h on a camel, Muslims may not eat the meat that results from this act.
Yossef Rapoport observes that "the primacy of intention" constitutes a central principle in Ibn Taymiyyah's jurisprudence. 37 Ibn Taymiyyah himself applies this principle to such matters as contract law, legal fictions, acts of worship, and the visitation of graves; in the A|k…m, Ibn al-Qayyim becomes the first Sunn † authority to extend this principle to non-Muslim acts of animal slaughter. 38 Ibn Ab † M™sà al-H…šim † and M…lik † jurists, in contrast, prohibit the consumption of camel meat prepared by Jews solely on the basis of Ibn al-Qayyim's first premise, namely the fact that such meat is forbidden to the Jews themselves. The three premises which Ibn al-Qayyim employs in his answer to the relatively simple question regarding animal species prohibited to Jews also underlie his responses to the more complex questions that follow. Question 4, "When [Jews] slaughter an animal which they believe to be permitted, are the fatty portions prohibited to them also prohibited for us?," turns on the issue of whether the act of Jewish slaughter renders the entire animal permitted for consumption or only certain parts of it. 39 M…lik †s regularly address this question and usually respond in the affirmative, forbidding Muslim consumption of the fatty portions of animals slaughtered by Jews. Jurists affiliated with the other Sunn † schools, in contrast, generally subsume the fatty portions within the broader permission of Jewish meat, and tend not to address the status of these portions directly. 40 Ibn al-Qayyim treats Ibn ðazm, a principal spokesperson for ®…hirism, as the paradigmatic representative of those who permit eating the fatty portions of animals slaughtered by Jews. Ibn al-Qayyim's presentation of arguments advanced by lenient authorities consists entirely of citations and paraphrases, mostly unattributed, from Ibn ðazm's al-Mu|allà. 44 Ibn ðazm contends that the Quran's permission of "the food of those to whom the Book was given" must refer to the meat of animals which Jews and Christians slaughter in accordance with Quranic norms, not the meat they actually eat; were the reference to meat which Jews and Christians eat, Muslims would be allowed to eat Christian pork! Ibn ðazm adduces the |ad †Ås regarding Mu|ammad's consumption of meat prepared by a Jew and ¼Abd All…h ibn MuÐaffal's sack of fatty portions as further evidence that Muslims may consume the entirety of animals slaughtered by Jews. In addition to arguments based on Quran and |ad †Å, Ibn ðazm offers an argument based on reason: it is illogical to assert that an act of slaughter performed by a Jewish butcher renders only part of an animal permitted. If the animal has been slaughtered properly, then all of its meat must thereby be rendered fit for consumption.
Ibn ðazm treats the status of meat Jews alone refuse to eat as a litmus test for Muslim jurists, posing the following question to his M…lik † opponents: "Are camel meat and the fatty portions permitted to contemporary Jews, or are these foodstuffs still prohibited? Those who say that these foodstuffs remain prohibited even today clearly renounce Islam (kafar™), for it is as if they declare that God, exalted be He, never abrogated these norms!" In truth, however, "God has nullified all laws of the Torah, Gospels, and other religions, and has made the law of Islam obligatory for all divine and human beings. Nothing is prohibited except that which Islam prohibits, and nothing is obligatory except that which Islam requires." Ibn ðazm cites the conclusion of the statement "The food of those to whom the book was given is lawful to you, and yours to them" (Q. 5:5) as evidence that God now allows Jews to eat such foodstuffs as camel meat and the fatty portions; God spoke of this abrogation to Moses, who was informed ---- that in the future Mu|ammad would "make good things lawful to them… He will relieve them of their burdens and of the shackles that weigh upon them" (Q. 7:157). Those who maintain that Jews today are still bound by the prohibitions against camel meat and the fatty portions, Ibn ðazm asserts with rhetorical flourish, are apostates.
Ibn ðazm employs discourse about meat prepared by Jews as a means of emphasizing the irrelevance of Jewish norms in the era of Islam. Ibn al-Qayyim, in contrast, uses such discourse as a means of emphasizing the continued applicability of distinctively Jewish food restrictions. As he made clear in his response to Question 3, Ibn al-Qayyim insists that Jews who reject the truth of Mu|am-mad's prophethood are still bound by more restrictive regulations than their Muslim counterparts. Ibn al-Qayyim elaborates on this point in the course of refuting Ibn ðazm's arguments.
Ibn al-Qayyim explains that the Quranic permission of "the food of those to whom the Book was given" must refer to what Jews and Christians eat, for that alone constitutes their "food." As the Quran itself forbids Jews to eat the fatty portions, these portions must be excluded from the general permission of Jewish food. Jewish butchers, moreover, perform the act of slaughter with the understanding that this act does not render the fatty portions permissible. If the butcher does not intend these portions to be permissible for his own consumption, they cannot be permissible for anyone else because the intention of the butcher determines the effectiveness of his ritual act. By appeal to Ibn Taymiyyah's doctrine of the primacy of intention, Ibn al-Qayyim dismisses Ibn ðazm's concern about the logical merit of distinguishing between permitted and prohibited portions of a properly slaughtered animal: logical or not, this is exactly what the Jewish butcher himself does. 45 Ibn al-Qayyim completely rejects the claim that the prohibition to Jews of the fatty portions of meat no longer applies: this prohibition, he insists, has only been abrogated for those Jews who embrace Islam. In support of this contention, Ibn al-Qayyim cites |ad †Ås from Ÿa| †| al-Bu²…r † and the Musnad of Ibn ðanbal in which Mu|ammad rails against the behavior of Jews who sell the fatty portions which they are not allowed to eat, even though the prohibition of these cuts extends to the derivation of benefit from them. 46 The |ad †Å reporting Mu|ammad's consumption of meat prepared by a Jew, Ibn al-Qayyim emphasizes, specifies that the Prophet ate the shoulder joint, a portion permitted to Jews; Ibn al-Qayyim further observes that the Jewish cook presumably removed the fatty portions before roasting the lamb in question. 47 Ibn al-Qayyim has a harder time explaining away the |ad †Å about ¼Abd All…h ibn MuÐaffal, who absconded with a sack of fatty portions from the battle against the Jews of ³aybar. This report does not say that ¼Abd All…h was going to eat these fatty portions-perhaps he wished to use them for some other pur-----pose! 48 Perhaps ¼Abd All…h was interested in the sack itself, not its contents. Maybe he was starving and wished to eat the fatty portions out of necessity. Maybe the sack contained the fatty portions of an animal slaughtered by a Muslim! (Ibn al-Qayyim himself regards this possibility as far-fetched-after all, the sack came from inside the fortress which the Muslims were besieging.) The final possibility, which Ibn al-Qayyim regards as the most likely, is that the sack did not contain prohibited fatty portions, but rather those fatty portions of the animal which are permitted for Jews to eat; how ¼Abd All…h could have known this is far from clear. 49 Ibn al-Qayyim's strenuous efforts to reconcile this |ad †Å with his own ruling on the subject, which stand in stark contrast to his blithe acceptance of multiple contradictory |ad †Ås regarding the Ban™ TaÐlib, demonstrates the weight Ibn al-Qayyim ascribes to the absolute prohibition of fatty portions derived from Jewish acts of animal slaughter. Ibn al-Qayyim cannot compromise on this matter because he insists that Jews must adhere to more stringent dietary norms than Muslims, and that this adherence must have a substantial impact on the effectiveness of Jewish acts of animal slaughter.
The bles and brands Ibn ðazm as an apostate for denying the distinctive set of food restrictions incumbent upon Jews.
Ibn al-Qayyim's conception of Judaism as defined by its restrictive dietary laws receives full expression in his refutation of a hypothetical scenario formulated by Ibn ðazm: Imagine that a Jewish butcher who spurns Jewish norms and adheres instead to Islamic dietary law slaughters an animal; given that both the Jewish butcher and the Muslim consumer regard the fatty portions of this animal as permitted, on what basis could one reasonably claim that these portions of meat are prohibited to the Muslim? Ibn ðazm declares that such meat must be permitted for Muslim consumption and thus, by a fortiori reasoning, the fatty portions of animals slaughtered by Jewish butchers who do not spurn Jewish norms must also be permitted. Ibn al-Qayyim, in contrast, declares that such a butcher, because he spurns Jewish dietary laws, is in fact not Jewish: "the prohibited fatty portions are not permitted to him unless he accepts upon himself the laws of Islam, through which God releases the Jews from their restrictions and shackles." If Ibn ðazm's hypothetical butcher is not actually a Muslim, he must be a heretic, in which case all of his meat is prohibited. 52 To be a Jew, according to Ibn al-Qayyim, one must embrace onerous food restrictions, such as the prohibition of the fatty portions.
Through his answers to Questions 3 and 4, Ibn al-Qayyim demonstrates that Judaism is defined by its distinctively restrictive dietary laws and that a Jewish butcher cannot render fit for Muslim consumption any meat forbidden to the Jews. Ibn al-Qayyim thus endorses M…lik † prohibitions of Jewish camel meat and fatty portions, positions atypical among Sunn † jurists and antithetical to the views of Ibn ðazm. We might, therefore, feel secure in guessing that Ibn alQayyim supports the restrictive reply many M…lik †s offer to the last of Ibn alQayyim's questions. "Question 5: Regarding al-¥ar †f…, that is, an animal whose lung adheres to its ribs, is its meat forbidden to us [when slaughtered by a Jew] on account of the fact that Jews do not consider it permitted, or not?" 53 The term al-¥ar †f…, borrowed from the Hebrew ¥erefah, refers to a permitted and properly slaughtered animal which, upon post-mortem inspection, is found to have a lung defect that, according to the Rabbis, renders the animal prohibited for Jewish consumption. The Torah, in contrast, does not prohibit the meat of animals with lung defects. 54 M…lik †s forbid eating the meat of such an animal when prepared by a Jew on the grounds that Jews themselves do not eat it; recall that M…lik †s understand "the food of those to whom the Book was given" to refer to that which Jews and Christians regard as permissible. 55 course, insists that such meat is permitted for Muslim consumption, and he ridicules M…lik †s for being "wary of contradicting Hillel and Shammai, the two elders of the Rabbanites!" 56 Contrary to what one might expect, Ibn al-Qayyim endorses Ibn ðazm's opinion on this matter, although he does not acknowledge this similarity. 57 The prohibition of animals with lung defects, Ibn al-Qayyim declares, is not authoritative because it has no basis in the Torah. He further observes that a Jewish butcher who slaughters an animal with a lung defect, unlike a Jewish butcher who slaughters a camel, intends to render the animal's meat fit for Jewish consumption, and for this reason his act of slaughter is ritually effective. 58 Ibn al-Qayyim limits himself to a brief discussion of this subject in the A|-k…m and refers his readers to the lengthier treatment of Jewish law regarding animals with lung defects found in his Hid…yat al-|ay…rà f † aÞwibat al-yah™d wal-na¡…rà, a work of anti-Jewish and anti-Christian polemic. 59 That work, in turn, relies upon Samaw½al al-MaÐrib †'s If|…m al-yah™d, an anti-Jewish polemic by a convert to Islam (d. 570/1175). 60 Ibn al-Qayyim, who distrusts Arabic translations of the Bible and has no familiarity with the Hebrew original, 61 thus nevertheless possesses accurate information about the difference between the ----Rabbinic conception of ¥erefah and the meaning of that term in the Torah itself. It is surely significant, however, that Ibn al-Qayyim decides to supplement Samaw½al's own words on this subject (partially preserved in direct citation and partially paraphrased) with a discussion of Quranic prooftexts that demonstrate the true scope of the dietary laws which God imposed upon the Jews. Unlike Samaw½al, who seeks to demonstrate that the Torah testifies to the truth of Islam, Ibn al-Qayyim posits that the Quran articulates the authentic tenets of Judaism and its dietary laws; evidence from Jewish sources is only of secondary importance.
Ibn al-Qayyim's response to Question 5 clarifies his understanding of Jewish meat. Unlike M…lik †s, who prohibit Muslim consumption of all meat prepared by Jews which Jews themselves refuse to eat, Ibn al-Qayyim prohibits only those types of meat forbidden to Jews by God Himself. Ibn al-Qayyim expresses only minimal interest in actual Jewish beliefs and practices, as he defines proper Jewish belief and practice on the basis of the Quran. Because Ibn al-Qayyim's "hermeneutical Jew" (to use Cohen's phrase) is bound exclusively by Quranic statements regarding the Jews, that Jew must abstain from forbidden species and fatty portions but need not concern himself with lung defects.
The impact of Ibn al-Qayyim's original contributions
Ibn al-Qayyim clearly recognizes the power of insightful questions, and he wields this power with great effectiveness in the chapter of A|k…m ahl al-÷immah we examined in this essay. Madeleine L'Engle, in the essay's epigram, observes that "every new question is going to disturb someone's universe"; this observation certainly applies to the impact Ibn al-Qayyim's questions have on the status quo ante of Sunn † discourse regarding non-Muslim meat, at least within the pages of the A|k…m itself. By posing the questions he does, Ibn al-Qayyim shifts the focus of this discourse from the identity of the Christian or Jewish butcher to that butcher's theology. This shift enables Ibn al-Qayyim to offer authoritative Islamic definitions of orthodox Christianity and Judaism, definitions whose relevance extends far beyond the permissibility of various cuts of meat. Ibn alQayyim also displays great deftness in distinguishing one question from another. Unlike M…lik † jurists and Ibn ðazm, who treat all meat Jews refuse to eat similarly, Ibn al-Qayyim shows that animals with lung defects need not fall into the same category as forbidden animal species or prohibited cuts of meat. He is similarly careful to insist that even Muslims who are lenient with respect to forgetful Christian butchers must not tolerate invocations of beings other than God.
To say that A|k…m ahl al-÷immah's chapter on non-Muslim meat "provides a handy synthesis of material that is widely scattered through the earlier literature", as Mark R. Cohen says about this work in general, is to provide an accurate yet sorely inadequate account of Ibn al-Qayyim's contribution to Islamic law. Ibn al-Qayyim does indeed synthesize a wide variety of existing material. He cites by name the Irš…d of Ibn Ab † M™sà al-H…šim †, the A|k…m al-Qur½…n of alßahÿam †, and the Mu|arrar of MaÞd al-D †n ibn Taymiyyah, as well as Ÿa| †| al-Bu²…r † and the Musnad of Ibn ðanbal. He quotes Ibn ðazm extensively, usually without attribution, and cites a variety of |ad †Ås and teachings of Ibn ðanbal without specifying the works from which he gathered this material. Ibn al-Qayyim also displays familiarity with M…lik † and Š †¼ † sources whose precise identity cannot be inferred on the basis of this chapter alone. If prior ðanaf † or Š…fi¼ † authorities had weighed in on the issues of interest to him, no doubt Ibn al-Qayyim would have also engaged their ideas.
It would, however, be a mistake to treat this chapter of the A|k…m as a synopsis of prior opinions regarding the status of non-Muslim meat. We have seen that Ibn al-Qayyim poses questions which most of his predecessors fail to consider, and that he devotes scant attention to the questions which these predecessors address at length. Ibn al-Qayyim's application of Taymiyyan notions regarding the significance of intention and the inter-relatedness of law and theology, as well as the broader Sunn † conception of Judaism as the oppressively rigorous antithesis of Islam, result in unprecedented answers to the questions he poses. Ibn al-Qayyim, moreover, fuses the ideas expressed by his predecessors with his own original contributions at every step of the way. He supplements the classic Sunn † argument for reading Q. 5:5 as a permission of non-Muslim meat with a new theological rationale. When surveying prior opinions regarding the status of meat slaughtered by a butcher who forgets to invoke God's name, Ibn al-Qayyim appears to provide alternatives which no prior authority actually endorses. Ibn al-Qayyim faithfully reproduces the full scope of prior opinions regarding the permissibility of meat prepared by a butcher who invokes Christ, but he situates these opinions within his own interpretive framework and he provides a wholly original argument in favor of one of these positions. Ibn alQayyim's stance regarding the status of problematic meat prepared by Jewish butchers is thoroughly idiosyncratic: he draws upon both M…lik † rulings and the anti-M…lik † positions of Ibn ðazm, even as he rejects the logic employed by both parties in favor of his own understanding of Jewish dietary laws and their implications for Muslim consumers.
If the idiosyncrasy that characterizes this chapter is reflective of the work as a whole, then one ought not regard the A|k…m as a compendium of existing Sunn † law regarding non-Muslims at all. Rather, A|k…m ahl al-÷immah deserves recognition as a brilliantly incisive work of original scholarship whose author builds in new ways upon the foundations laid by earlier Sunn † authorities.
It is clear from both the questions posed in the A|k…m and the answers this work contains that Ibn al-Qayyim is a thoroughly independent thinker, willing to depart from and disagree with the majority of Sunn †s and, indeed, the majority of fellow ðanbal †s. When he does endorse the opinions of others, Ibn alQayyim advances original arguments to support these conclusions and deftly distances himself from opinions that do not conform to his own reasoning. We are thus once more able to recognize the degree to which Ibn al-Qayyim follows in the footsteps of Ibn Taymiyyah, who saw himself and was seen by Ibn al-Qay-
